
State Lands Mapping Joint Subcommittee 
10/25/2022 9:00am – 10:00am 

Online Meeting via Teams 
Attendees: 
RMAC: Mark Hemmerlein, Michele Tremblay, Vicky Bunker, Larry Spencer, John 
Magee, LMAC: Shane Bradt 
NHDES: Nisa Marks, Tracie Sales, Meaghan Rafferty 

Michele Meeting Goals: 
o Put parcels in real world/statewide context
o Pick a few parcels to look at as examples

▪ Mark provided a summary of the underlying data. See previous meeting summaries for more
information.

▪ EMMIT and NHB – Who control the data want payment for use of the data.
▪ Vicky mentioned that Div. Historic Resources pulls a ½ mile radius when considering a project
▪ Each parcel is scored. Scoring is based on the number of resources in the parcel.

o Higher score = more of the resources of interest on that parcel. This scoring is based on a
present/absent.

▪ Shane presented the dashboard.
o Ability to look at all parcels on same map.
o Ability to filter based on interest (highest rating, flood zone)
o The map can only do as much as the data source allows.
o Each parcel has a scorecard showing that parcels characteristic.
o Can search for parcel by address.
o Each parcel has an ID - do we want to keep that as the master ID for parcels?

o Statewide, 1228 parcels.

o Clicking on a parcel will display the resources associated with the parcel.
o This dashboard is not designed at the moment to work on a mobile device. A mobile friendly

version could be created once the desktop version is complete.

▪ John asked if rating scores can be colorized so you can visualize what the score is for a parcel.
o Mark and Shane said is doable, will give it a try. Could also do a gradient of color.

▪ Victoria reminded people that a zero does not mean that an archeological resource is not present; it
may mean no one has looked.

▪ Mark noted that the data will periodically have to be updated.
▪ Michele raised the point of access - should there be a password? If so, would it need to be change

with membership turn-over.
▪ Shane said chairs and committee members should be able to access it. He proposed just one login

and he will send login info.
▪ There will be not editing privileges.
▪ Tracie mentioned she thought it has been decided to make the map public.
▪ Shane proposes a temporary login, so can go through a refinement period.
▪ Larry asked if parcels could have contact information of local group, conservation commission, etc.
▪ Shane said there is the potential, but it would be time intensive.



▪ Tracie wants to circle back and change the designed river filter aspect of the map to be more 
accessible to LAC’s (showing all the state lands). 

▪ Michele asked if can see a presentation of a few parcels at a joint RMAC/LMAC meeting. The group 
looked at two recent SLR proposals. 

▪ Group agreed are ready to present it to the full committees. 

Action Items: 

- Victoria will provide a definition of historical resource. 

- Shane will experiment with adding colors to rating scores. 

- Shane will email a link to view the tool to members of the committee. 

- Tracie will follow up with Shane and Mark about how the LACs will be using the data. 

- Michele will work with Shane and Mark to coordinate a presentation for a joint RMAC/LMAC 

meeting. 


